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The assessment of the fulfilment of the publication requirements takes place on the basis of the data entered into 
the MTMT and to the ODT database. In the case of publications with more than one author, the score is divided 
by the number of participants and rounded to a whole number. 
Acknowledgement of a publication is certified by the advisor. 
In the case of any fulfilment that cannot be placed in the categories listed in the table, the DSC makes the 
decision on whether to accept the publication and on the value of the credit on the basis of the recommendation 
of the advisor. 
Only the work performed in the given semester or the academic year may be taken into account. 
 
Minimum publication requirements in the training and research phase (also a precondition for the complex 
examination) 

  Credit value 
The publication of a study presenting the research results achieved in the first year, in 
printed media or on an internet site related to the profession independent of the DSA 

4 

The publication of a study presenting the research results achieved in the second year, 
in printed media or on an internet site related to the profession independent of the DSA 

4 

Publication of the compulsory work submitted to the design competition in the first 
year if granted an award 

4 

Publication of the compulsory work submitted to the design competition in the second 
year if granted an award 

4 

 
Publication requirements in the thesis phase 
Publication of a written work presenting the student’s research in years 3 and 4 forming the basis of the thesis 
and/or a study linked to the topic, as follows: 

  Credit value 
The publication of one proofed article published in a printed book, specialist periodical 
or internet site independent of the DSA and having an ISBN ID 
or 
the publications of two articles published in any printed book, specialist periodical or 
internet site independent of the DSA 

6 

Publication of the masterwork in any printed book, specialist periodical or internet site 
independent of the DSA 
If the masterwork cannot be published for any reason (e.g. confidential work, or if still 
being written in the last active semester), it may be replaced by the publication of 
another architectural work (design, completed work). 

10 
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